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In April, 1996the Boardauthorized staff to proceedwith an engineering
feasibility study of a possible Wilton/Arlingtondeep bore tunnel alignmentfor the
Red Line Mid-City Segment. The completed study (Attachment 1) has
determinedthe alignmentis safe to construct and operate. The tunnel alignment
can be constructed using a tunneling boring machine,until just east of the
Pico/SanVicente site, wheresomecut-and-cover construction in the street rightof-waywill be required.
Staff has initiated the procurementfor professional services necessaryto analyze
the environmentalimpacts of a Wilton/Arlingtonalignment and prepare a revised
Mid-City Segment SEIS/SEIR. A procurement recommendationwill be
presented for Board authorization in November,1996. Oncethe environmental
process is re-initiated, the attached scheduleis anticipated (Attachment2).
BACKGROUND
In April 1996, the Boardapprovedan engineeringfeasibility study for a potential
Wilton/Arlington alignment. The Draft SEIS/SEIRthat was underwayfor the two
alternatives along CrenshawBoulevardwas put on hold while a potential
Wilton/Arlington alternative was explored. In May1996, MTA’sEngineering
Management
Consultant (EMC)initiated the feasibility study, which included
analysis and refinement of the subsurface data and developmentof conceptual
engineering profiles. EMCreconvened its Tunnel ReviewBoard (TRB)to review
the informationand assess the safety of constructing and operating in a deepbore
tunnel along this alignment. The TRBwasoriginally created for the Mid-City
ReassessmentStudyprocess and consists of a national panel of experts in the
fields of subsurface design, construction and environmentalconditions, including
geology and subsurface gases. MTA’sTunnel Advisory Panel also participated in
the reviewprocess.
Theattached EMC
report, entitled "EngineeringFeasibility Study: Mid-City
Extension, Metro Red Line, Segment3 - Wilton~Arlington Alignments, "completed

in August1996, documentsthe analysis and conclusions concerning the feasibility of a deep bore
tunnel along the proposed Wilton/Arlington alignment. MTA’sConstruction Division is
currently developingpreliminary project schedules and cost estimates for the alignment
alternatives. Thesecost estimates will be available shortly.
The key conclusions resulting from the TRBand TunnelAdvisory Panel review are as
follows:
¯

Deepbore tunneling is feasible along the proposedWilton/ArlingtonaliEnrnent,
Somespecial construction techniques were identified, including use of a closed face tunnel
boring machine(similar to the type that is being consideredfor the Eastside extension) and
pre-treatment of the groundand/or treatment of excavatedmaterials, if necessary.
The station at Pico/San Vicente must be shallow to avoid a high concentration of hydrogen
sulfide. Dependingon the orientation of the station, it could be shallow underground,shallow
open-cut, at-grade or aboveground.
TheTRBdevelopedthe criteria that a tunnel or station should be placed at least 10 feet
above the San Pedro Formationlayer, in areas where the San Pedro formation contains high
H2Sgas concentrations. Thestation design alternatives for this site accommodate
this criteria.

Additional key conclusions developed by the EMC
as part of the conceptual engineering
process are as follows:
The Wilton/Arlington Alignment:
Thenorthern curve, from Wilshire to Wilton Place, requires a 1200-foot radius to return to
the street right-of-way as soon as possible and avoid going under an elementaryschool.
MTA’sdesign criteria calls for a desirable minimum
curve of 1400 feet. However,a 1200foot curve is possible and has been applied in other parts of the system. This northern curve
is relatively shallowand will need to be further evaluated with regard to any special
mitigation measuresrequired to minimizesettlement impacts.
¯

A standard station is feasible under Arlington Avenue,south of OlympicBoulevard, and
could be built within the street right-of-way.
A VeniceBoulevardapproachto the Pico/SanVicente Station is feasible, although it will
require about 800 feet of cut-and-coveralong Venicejust east of the station. Thereare
several advantagesto the Veniceapproachas follows:
The topographyallows a lower height for an above-groundstation than for an aboveground station along Pico Boulevard.
The Veniceapproachdoes not necessitate acquiring and relocating the L.A. City
Municipal Pool as required by the Pico Boulevardapproach.

Thestation configurations along VeniceBoulevardare likely to be less costly than
those along Pico Boulevard.
The Venice approach facilitates commercialdevelopmentalong the Pico Boulevard
side of the site, whichis consistent with the current land use patterns.
The Veniceapproachprovides a convenienttransfer from a RedLine station to a
future Censhawline station.
Extending West BeyondPico/San Vicente:
Anundergroundalignmentextending west of the Pico/SanVicente station is feasible if the
extension utilizes the Pico Boulevardright-of-way, although a major storm drain wouldneed
to be relocated. Theline could continue west under Pico Boulevardor, possibly, curve north
from Pico and mergewith San Vicente, after La Brea Boulevard. This wouldrequire further
analysis to determinewherethe alignmentcould return to San Vicente.
Anextension northwest from the Pico/San Vicente Station along San Vicente wouldbe
restricted to an aerial configuration until the line crossed over La BreaBoulevardbecauseof
a high concentration of Hzsand a conflict with a major storm drain. Just beyondLa Brea
Boulevard,the line could submergeinto a deep bore configuration.
Compatibility with a Future CrenshawRail Line:
A Red Line Mid-Cityapproach along Venice Boulevard would not preclude a future
CrenshawLine from also approaching the Pico/San Vicente site from Venice. There is
sufficient space on the Pico/SanVicentesite for both stations.
However,if the future Crenshawline is to be undergroundalong Venice, special
considerations to accommodate
both lines maybe required in order to avoid impacting the
Red Line after it begins operating. Oneoption that EMC
proposedis for the Mid-City
project to overbuild a cut-and-cover box along VeniceBoulevard,as the line approachesthe
Pico/San Vicente Station, so that it is wide enoughto accommodate
an eventual Crenshaw
line. This wouldrequire moreextensive cut-and-cover construction along Venice Boulevard,
as well as additional cost. Other engineeringsolutions can also be explored.

Prepared by: Ellen Gelbard, RTP&D
James Givens, Construction
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